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SUMMARY

Modelling biorefinery processes requires knowledge on

different scales with each scale having its own challenges,

which need to be address for precise process development and

optimisation.

Chip level 

The wood is cut into chips with specific dimension and

properties in each direction.

Challenges

• How does mass transfer resistance within the porous

structure of the wood chip influences the process?

• How to include anisotropic properties of the wood chip?

→ Under investigation [6]

Understanding the nature and variability of biomass raw material is crucial for process development to maintain

uniform product quality and sufficiently low production cost. Properties such as chemical composition, structural

differences and initial feedstock quality might vary within the same feedstock species and must be addressed

during model development. Additionally, chip and digester level inhomogeneities can influence the process on a

larger scale. Describing the biomass fractionation on each scale can provide a powerful tool for process

development and optimisation.

Fibre level

One representative of biomass feedstocks is wood, which is

organised in an array of wood fibres with different morphological

regions.

Challenges

• Are the fibres uniform in chemical composition and distribution?

→ Fibres vary in the chemical composition across the wood [5]

• Topochemical differences in morphological regions?
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Molecular level

The fundamental chemical components of biomass feedstocks

are lignin, cellulose and hemicelluloses. Each component has its

specific structure, which reacts differently.

Challenges

• How to model the reactions?

• To which resolution should be modelled?

→ Under investigation [4]

Digester level

Fractionation processes can take place in different digester types 

e.g. batch or continues digester with various in-and outlet flows.

Challenges

• How does the flow field affect the fractionation process?

• Which are the ideal process condition within the digester?
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